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President's Corner
Charles J . LaBlonde

Good Deals

Have you been following the recent decline of the dollar
against many foreign currencies, including the Swiss franc? The
exchange rate is only a number in the newspaper until you find
yourself in Switzerland . Then, as recently happened to me, you
spend francs but your mind operates in dollars and you experience
the "real" prices . A short visit to the PTT museum, however,
turned up some interesting free items.

A very nice insight into the history and operation of the Swiss
post office is provided by a 28 page booklet entitled, "Our Post"
(PTT Publication 000 .04). It even contains a paragraph "Where the
Stamp Goes" which informs us that stamps cannot overlap nor
extend past the edge of an item. And postage due is not a
penalty, merely a collection of what it costs to process an
improperly franked item . We can all learn something from this
little gem.

Of course, most of the free literature is aimed at selling
stamps. Nevertheless, it is well done and contains much of
interest to collectors . In full color, "How Postage Stamps Are
Made" (182.26) is a beauty . It takes the reader step by step
through the design and production of the 1978 80 centime Europa
stamp. Also nice are "Switzerland . . .Seen Through Her Stamps"
(991 .80) and "Collecting the Postage Stamps of Switzerland"
(182 .11) . All four of these publications are in English and can be
obtained from the PTT by using the publication numbers.

We don't promise you any freebies at our national convention
and anniversary celebration, but you can count on a good time.
The show prospectus is now available . Make your travel plans
now and plan to bring much trading material for our club swap
and sell session . I'm looking forward to seeing many of you at
SEPAD . Until then, Happy collecting.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

Recent articles in philatelic weeklies discussed
canceled-to-order (CTO) stamps issued by postal administrations around the
world. After reading these articles, George Ashman Jr. wrote me
asking if it is wise to continue receiving used stamps from the
PTT new issue service.

These articles imply that stamps canceled in bulk by postal
administrations are CTOs and that they are worth less (or
worthless) than genuinely used stamps . In the case of Swiss
stamps this is not true for several reasons.

True CTOs are produced in bulk and sold to the stamp trade at
less than their face value . The Swiss PTT has never sold stamps,
canceled or mint, at less than face value (except for special
reasons in the 19th century) . A review of some recent european
auction catalogs would indicate that some official PTT cancella-
tions are preferred by collectors over regular use cancellations for
many souvenir sheets, FDCs and other issues such as officials
issued by Geneva agencies.

A Swiss "non-CTO" is not the same as a CTO from the USSR.
If you disagree and want to unload your officially canceled items,
I'd be happy to run a Mini-Ad for you to sell these items quickly.

One of the many benefits of AHPS membership is the free
Mini-Ad, which can be used to advertise your desire to sell or buy
material . Two Mini-Ads of up to four lines can be printed in Tell
each year without charge . Additional lines and placements are
nominally priced . Each placement, free or otherwise, must be
requested in writing at least 30 days before a bimonthly issue.

Are we destroying the objects of our fascination? Are we
irreversibly damaging our stamps and covers by bringing them into
contact with modern day substances? Yes, we are ; and most of us
are unaware of the damage we cause.

Take the lowly wooden pencil . All pencils were equal at one
time; their "leads" were composed of clay and carbon. When we
penciled a catalog number on a stamp or cover, it did little
damage and could be cleanly erased with a "Pink Pearl" eraser.
Modern pencils are mechanical affairs using thin 0 .5mm "leads"
composed of plastic binders and plastic "carbon ." I can't get a
clean erasure and those thin leads leave a permanent track.

Add ballpoint pens, vinyl sheet protectors, tape, sulfite papers,
and poly sleeves to the list of damaging substances . And don't
forget to pre-tone the stamp your applying to a cover using your
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just-sipped-coffee tongue . Add a finger print to that stamp your
mounting by touching your nose and then the stamp . Don't
forget the donut crumbs and frosting flakes.

I've encountered all of these nasties in the last few weeks of
examining hundreds of stamps and covers . It was a crying shame
that so much value was ruined by thoughtlessness . On the bright
side, my collection will be worth much more in the years to come
because I am careful -- careful not to do any of these bad things
and careful not to buy damaged items.

Speaking of damaged goods, are you examining your stamps,
sheets and covers closely before buying? Good quality is more
than F-VF centering, intact perfs and no creases . Get out your
magnifier, an eight power loupe or linen tester will do . Examine
the face of the stamp for creases, scuffs, missing ink, and pulled
paper fibers . Either the bourse dealers didn't look, or did and
hope you won't look. There's a lot of high priced junk out there.

As a naive collector before I bought a decent magnifier, I
purchased a MNH copy of the 1942 Pro Patria sheet . It looked
flawless in the printed areas. But a small spot between the
vignettes left the scene attached to the gum of whatever was on
top. I didn't see that when I bought it; a white flaw on white is
hard to detect . In fact, I didn't see it until I looked with a 25
power magnifier. Oh well, I really wanted a used copy anyway.
Again, either the dealer didn't look or didn't speak; in any case,
you should look.

I was relieved that my new magnifiers didn't teach me too
many lessons from the school of Caveat Emptor . In fact, I was
overjoyed to find several treasures that eluded discovery by the
naked eye or eight power magnification.

Double transfers, double prints, retouches and plate flaws can
be found. While not common, they're not rare ; and given one
hundred stamps, one or two will be discovered . For example, I
found four double prints, three plate varieties, three hickeys, and
one retouch. That's eight cataloged varieties after examining
only a few hundred stamps issued after 1907; the Standing
Helvetias will yield a few more.

In order to find these treasures and avoid the dogs, you need a
good magnifier . There are many types of magnifiers, varying in
price, quality and usefulness . The simplest is a reading glass or
detective's magnifier employing a single lens of 2x to 4x power,
priced between $4 and $15 . A step up is a compound lens
reading glass of 8x for $30 . Their advantages are a large field of
view, a bright image, and pocketability.

Photo magnifiers or loupes have a clear plastic conical base
which rests directly on the work surface . They range in power
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from 6x to 12x and cost from $10 to $50 . The cheapest have a
single acrylic lens which produces color fringes; the more
expensive designs employ a Hastings Triplet or Kellner lens which
reduce distortion and color fringing . Some also have a special
base, or reticle, which allows direct measurement of up to 20mm
in 1 mm increments . All provide a good field of view, a bright
image, and pocketability.

Linen testers are folding metal, collapsible pocket magnifiers
which are popular with collectors . However, the metal base should
not come into contact with stamps because it will scratch the ink.
Lenses are generally simple and produce distortion and color
fringes. Power from 6x to 9x for about $12.

Another popular magnifier is the folding Hastings Triplet in
10x or 20x power for $25 to $30 . These are color-corrected, flat-
field quality magnifiers which can be easily carried to the bourse,
dealer or club meeting . I recommend the 10x to avoid stamp dogs.

Higher power magnifiers are really microscopes . They cost
much more, but are essential to detect stamp repairs, regumming,
and some printing varieties. They are not easy to carry around or
use without sufficient lighting . In this category, you get what
you pay for . More money gets better lenses and a brighter image,
which are more important than super-high power . Most have a
clear plastic base and can directly measure viewed objects . There
are tradeoffs: higher power results in a smaller field of view,
dimmer image, and shallow depth of field . Depth of field is a
measure of how much of an object will be in focus; at 25 power
the top surface of sewing thread may be in focus and the desk it
rests upon may not be.

For example, the Edmund 50x (model R61,210) can measure up
to 2.5mm in 0.01mm increments and costs $45 . This is really a
pocket microscope. It's also hard to use because of its narrow
field of view, dim image and limited depth of field.

The Pentax 8x30 is an 8 power telescope which can be
converted to a 25 power microscope . Providing a bright image,
focusability and a 5mm field of view, it costs $130 . It' can
measure up to 4mm in 0 .1 mm increments . Pentax also makes a
less expensive 7x20 model which can be converted to a 22x
microscope but cannot be used for direct measurement . The 8x30
model is worth the extra cost.

Some of you may want to get a magnifier now . The Pentax
models and others can be obtained from stamp and coin dealers
and suppliers such as Subway or Potomac . Edmund Scientific has
a great catalog (of all sorts of gadgets) ; their address is 101 East
Gloucester Pike, Barrington NJ 08007 . One last word on this
subject: a magnifier is a personal choice, one model doesn't suit
all people or all situations.
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Cover Notes
Our cover was provided

by Dr. Ralph Soderberg
from his SUNPEX Grand
and AHPS Grand Award
winning Standing Helvetia
exhibit. This example
shows 1888 Fr 1, perfora-
tion 9 3/4 x 9 3/4 (Z 71B).

For large mailings of
printed matter one example
was used for the
attachment of the total postage
required. Decrees in 1878
and 1884 permitted the use
of 500c (Fr 5.) postage due
stamps for postal franking,
discontinued 15 .VII.1893.
This brochure has franking
of Fr 23 .30 for 1165
brochures at 2c each,
Chaux de Fonds 22 .I .1890.
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The Emergency Cancel

	

Fritz Berger

Translated by Charles LaBlonde . This very fine introduction to seldom seen cancel

type first appeared in the bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society of August
1987 . Continued from the Jan/Feb 1988 issue ; last installment.

More Special Uses . Emergency cancels have not only been used to
replace regular circular cancel devices in "ordinary" post offices.
There were other uses of emergency cancels over the years . That
these are eagerly sought after goes without saying.

- Liechtenstein : Thanks to intensive research we know the places
and periods of use very well . There were 13 uses between
1921 and today.

- Military Post : It is interesting to note that the first military
use was in the year 1900 . The reason for use is not really
clear . The next military use was not until 1914/1915, used in
the Caserne Chur (MILITARSACHE). From World War II we
know of 17 dates of use, mostly in 1940 . At that time the
whole Army was on alert and there was a shortage of round
cancelers.
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- Geneva Offices : Very rare are the uses from these offices in
Geneva. Today these offices have their own cancels, special
cancels and stamps but in the period 1921 to 1927 they relied
on emergency cancels . One can call these cancels precursors
of what we have today.

- Festivals: In years past it was not as easy as today to get
special cancels made for festivals and other special events.
Two vary rare shooting festival examples: 1903 MAIENFELD
TIR and 1929 TIRO FEDERALE.

- Railway Post Offices : Very careful searching with the magni-
fying glass may turn up RPO uses of emergency cancels . They
do exist! At present, seven RPO uses are known ; 20 pieces
exist in collections (much rarer than the Double Geneva with
perfect margins). Known uses include MORGES-BIERE,
MONTREUX-ZWEISIMMEN, NYON-ST .CERGUE,

KUEBLIS-DAVOS and one plainBAHNPOSTwith reversed B.
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- Others: It may interest collectors to know that the first
emergency cancel with postcode came from the Canton
Graubunden. The town was 7431 Zillis and the cancel was in
use 10 .V to 13.V 1965.

Catalog: The emergency cancels were cataloged by Pen . I am
collecting new uses and periods of use to update the catalog.

I hope this short series of articles will interest collectors
everywhere in the very exciting area of emergency cancels. I
seek the active help of collectors everywhere . If you find
something new please let me know and send a photocopy of the
item. I thank you for your help.

Book Review

	

Felix Ganz

Die Post in der Schweiz -- ihre Geschichte durch 2000 Jahre (The
Posts in Switzerland -- A History across 2000 Years) ; by Arthur
Wyss; Hallwag; Bern; 336 pages; illustrated. About 90 SFr plus
about 18 SFr for seamail postage.

Arthur Wyss, for many years curator of the PTT Museum in
Bern, has produced a book which can only be called monumental.
Even if a collector speaks only English, the hundreds of illustra-
tions (photos, tables, stamps, letters, etc .), many in color, will be
worth the considerable expense of this large and heavy volume.

The overview starts with "Cursus Publicus" of the Roman
Empire, showing rest stops along Roman roads in Switzerland ; and
proceeds, in Part I, through the Middle Ages to the first years of
the 19th century, the end of the Napoleonic occupation . In Part
II, the years from 1803 to 1848 are covered; and in Part III, the
Federal Posts from 1848 to the present are described . Fieldpost,
airmail, tube-mail, parcel post, RPOs, the UPU, and dozens of
other subjects are covered concisely, lovingly and interestingly for
both philatelists and lovers of history.

If you can afford it, buy it! It should occupy a place of honor
in your library. I showed it to a few philatelists and non-
collectors; all were equally floored by it.
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50th Anniversary Convention

	

Harlan Stone

If you want to exhibit at our October 21-23 convention, it's
not too early to reserve frames . Write me for a SEPAD entry
form. The fee is $7 per 16-page frame with a minimum of two
and a maximum of ten frames.

Sophie Buser has accepted our invitation to attend as guest of
honor. We will toast her as the last founding member of the
original Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzerland in Philadel-
phia in 1938 . Other invited guests are the six other life members
of the society and George Wettach, who served 13 years in elected
positions during the 1950's, 60's and 70's as president for a year
and a half and the rest as treasurer -- a longevity record that
still stands.

To ensure the availability of Swiss material at the SEPAD
bourse, we made arrangements with two dealers with large stocks
to participate. Unfortunately, the American Stamp Dealers
Association has rescheduled its National 88 show in New York for
the same weekend and both dealers have chosen National over
SEPAD in anticipation of more business . If any AHPS members
can recommend other dealers, please send names and addresses at
once so we can make arrangements for SEPAD.

SEPAD and the United States Postal Service are reproducing
our special cachet and postmark respectively, as designed by Vice
President Henry Ratz. The cachet features an outline of
Switzerland within an outline of the United States, representing 50
years of organized Swiss collecting in America.

Valley Forge National Historical Park, less than a mile from
the SEPAD site, offers a variety of programs, tours and special
interpretive activities for the entire family . The 1928 Valley
Forge stamp (Scott 645) commemorates General Washington and his
troops who spent the winter of 1777-78 encamped there . The park
contains foot, bike and horse trails, a self-guided car tour, and
scheduled bus tours of the camp's remains and associated historical
buildings.

A special SEPAD room rate of $55/single is offered by the
Sheraton Valley Forge Hotel, N Guelph Road & 1st Avenue, King
of Prussia PA 19406; call 215-337-2000 or 800-325-3535 . Write to
me at PO Box 299, Summit NJ 07901.

Correction : The Swiss Internal Prepaid Postage Rates table on
page 51 of the previous issue requires the following corrections.

Domestic

	

Local

	

Post

	

Printed
Letter	 Letter	 Card

	

Matter	
Oct . 1, 1872

	

10c/15g

	

10c/15g

	

5c

	

2c/50g
Dec.1,1891

	

10c/250g

	

10c/250g
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Some Interesting Varieties

	

Bob Zeigler

I have recently found several Swiss items which appear to show
varieties not mentioned in the catalogs . If any of you have seen
other specimens, please write me at 9122 Behner Brook Ct .,
Indianapolis IN 46250.

1948 IMABA Sheet . I have a
mint NH specimen with a
prominent plate scratch on the
right-hand stamp . Microscopic
examination of the surface
shows no disturbance . The
scratch is definitely part of
the print and not the result
of poor handling. The sheet
number is 8.

1942 Pro Patria 20c+10c (Forch
Monument) . I have two used
copies which show slightly
different degrees of the same
variety . The stamp was printed
in two colors, dark red and
light red. On both copies, the
light red color is present only
in the right-hand 20% of the
stamp; the rest is printed in
dark red only. This does not
show well in the illustration.

1938 Pro Patria Issue, Smooth
Paper . This normally is a
purple vignette surrounded by a
yellow frame . On my used
copy, it appears that the
yellow ink has spread or
smeared in the upper left in a
roughly triangular area. This
does not photograph well, so I
have drawn shading in the
affected area. This does not
seem to be a stain, and the
edges of the area are somewhat
soft and not sharply defined.
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1939 National Exposition, 1st
Issue, German 20c. I have a
used copy where the photo-
graved bright red shield is
shifted up in relation to the
line engraved printing and is
lightly printed at the edges so
that the gravure screen pattern
is clearly evident . In addition,
the photograved highlighting
bars of color that normally
appear on the top and bottom
inscriptions are missing
entirely.

I have several other items that are not quite normal and are
not listed in any catalog. If there is interest in this area, I
would be happy to describe them in a future article along with
any discoveries you have made.
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Be On Guard W. Bensing

Bulletin No. 17 of the Arge Schweiz in the Association of
German Philatelic Societies (Fifth Volume, 1987, No . 3) contains,
on pages 14-15, a disagreeable article by its editor, W . Bensing, on
"Falsifications of Cancellations on Swiss Stamps and Souvenir
Sheets," as well as (another!) full page of more recently discov-
ered false cancellations of Switzerland and Liechtenstein . The
latter page also contains the address of Swiss cancellation expert,
Jean-Claude Marchand, POB 61, CH-1223 Cologny, Switzerland.
The false cancellations have dates from 1879 to 1963 and include
several FD markings and special postmarks used when souvenir
sheets were issued . I've translated Mr. Bensing's pointed (and
therefore disagreeable) comments below . Felix Ganz.

One knows that a large proportion of especially better Swiss
postage stamps bears false postmarks . But it is less known that
there exist very dangerous falsifications of such markings on

cover . Yes; you read it right, on cover, and I shall try to
explain.

When reading, some time ago, in the Swiss Philatelic Journal
(SBZ), advertisements by collectors seeking "used souvenir sheets
with original gum," I did not understand their reason . Until then,
I knew about collecting used and unused, the latter in the two
types: MNH and mint, hinged . But used on the front and mint on
the back, that was something new!

But now I know! Even the reverse of a canceled souvenir
sheet is of interest . Ponder the following about a NABA (1934)
sheet. Those owning it MNH would never think of adding a false
postmark to it . But if the unused sheet has big hinges, hinge
marks and such on the back, then that may lead to unholy things.
A faker, in possession of such a heavily hinged unused sheet, now
buys a cover with a properly used and canceled sheet, preferably
affixed with a NABA vignette, registration sticker, or such . The
faker then removes the authentically used sheet and replaces it
with the badly gummed one (sometimes not even removing the
hinges or hinge remnants!) and then adds a false postmark . [As a
result, he can now sell an honestly canceled, loose sheet and a
falsely canceled cover that otherwise is the "real thing ." FG]

Thus, if you buy high-priced covers with souvenir sheets
affixed, hold them up to the light carefully and check for non-
removed hinges and remnants . Such pieces certainly must be
considered false because it seems highly unlikely that a collector
first stuck a souvenir sheet (mint or used) into an album with
hinges, and then suddenly had a change of heart and stuck the
whole thing onto a cover!!!
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Treasurer's Report - 1987

	

Frank Young

US 3rd World?
For every 2,000 citizens of Switzerland, there are 1 .33 passenger
rail cars in the Federal Railway roster . Next in the railway
census are Austria and East Germany, which each have about .70

of a car per 2,000 residents . France, West Germany, Britain, and

Japan have a remarkably equal status, each with about a half a
railway car for each 2,000 citizens. The US ranks below Mexico,
Bangladesh, and Iran with only one-hundredth of a rail car for

every 2,000 citizens . SW
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Sales Circuit Notes

1988 is off to a great start . Eight new circuits were mailed in
early March and more will be mailed by the end of April.

Buyers: It appears that the Franc will stabilize around 72
cents and maintain upward pressure on prices . The word is, buy
now! Advise me if your interests have changed so you will
receive only material in which you're interested.

Sellers: We have an adequate stock of semi-postals and post-
1960 FDCs, but we need material in all other categories, especially
se-tenant and TB pairs, officials, dues and covers.

Everybody: An SASE will obtain up-to-date instructions and a
sign-up form listing the categories of material handled in the
circuits . If you have questions or need information on circuit
sales, write or call:

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members

2274 James Anderson, Colorado 2275 Heinrich Heissinger, MO
2276 Alfred Roth, Kansas 2277 Fred Scinto, Ontario CDN
2278 Robert Vales, New Mexico 2279 Robert Wilman, Minnesota
2280 Donna Ajgaonkar, Mass. 2281 Roland Kohl, Zürich CH
2282 Roger Rosenthal, Calif . 2283 James Tune, Pennsylvania

1004

Dropped For Non-Payment of Dues

John Ackerman 1037 George Benz
1074 William Clark 1110 John Gaudio
1203 Ronald Lowden, Jr . 1279 Harry Roth
1353 G.C. Waldkoenig 1721 Alvin Grieb
1831 Otto Bergman 1837 Ward Morton
1881 James Martin 1961 Michael Dziewulski
1985 Morris Pobboraysky 1987 Gary Taylor
2071 Wesley Greiner 2110 Jeanmarch-Andre Evard
2161 Bernd Vogel 2168 Diana Bryant
2205 Pat Vassalluzzo 2211 Harold Drescher
2213 Francois Gamache 2230 William Uhls
2242 Herman Gross 2249 Robert Gladstone
2257 William Caudle 2258 Nyle Monday
2259 Marlin Sandberg

Patronize Tell Advertisers
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION
Auction #78 values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector catalogs or estimated
retail unless otherwise stated ; 1 Sfr equals $ .71 and £1 = $1 .83 . The closing date is
June 18, 1988 . Submit bids to : William R. Lucas, PO Box 228, Aurora IL 60507.
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Closed post office:
8621 Wetzikon ZH 5 (30.4 .1988)

Post code change:
7311 Vasön to 7314 (1 .4.1988)
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Traffic on Lake Léman

	

Gérard Barraud

Translated from the LEMANEX-78 Catalog by Charles LaBlonde.

Since the national philatelic exhibition, LEMANEX, takes its
name from our lake, it seems appropriate to present a brief
history of the lake and its postal markings.

Situated between the Jura and the Alps at an elevation of 374
meters, it extends from Bouveret to Geneva with a surface of 582
square kilometers . Its volume of 89 billion cubic meters repre-
sents the largest volume of water in central Europe . It is fed by
50 streams, principally the Rhone which enters from Valais with
an average flow of 179 cubic meters per second ; its only outflow
is the Rhone at Geneva. Scientists estimate that it takes 11 years
for the water entering at Bouveret to exit at Geneva.

The length of the lake is 72 .3km with a total shoreline of
167km . Its greatest width, 13.8km, is between Morges and
Amphion . The median depth of the lake is 152 .7m with a
maximum depth of 309 .7m between Ouchy and Evian.

History of Powered Navigation on the Lake
Léman is proud to be the first Swiss lake to have been plied

by steamships . This is due to an American, Edward Church,
American Consul in France, who decided to build at his own
expense in 1823, a steamboat similar to those used on the Hudson
in New York around 1807 . The wooden hulled boat was built by
the Gironde shipyard in Geneva and was launched May 28, 1823.
In honor of the Swiss champion of liberty, it was named «William
Tell». At 23m in length, 4 .6m in width and powered by a 12 CV
engine, it could travel 13km/hour and carry 200 passengers.

Everyday it made the trip from Geneva to Ouchy and back,
going on to Vevey in the high season, making stops at Coppet,
Rolle and Morges . The voyage from Geneva to Ouchy took six
hours with much of the time taken at the stops as the boat
stopped some distance from the shore and loading was done using
small row-boats. Success was not long in coming ; the first year
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produced receipts in excess of 52,000 francs . For a small boat
which only cost 106,000 francs, this result was not expected and
in 1824 the results were equally spectacular . This permitted
payment of an 18% dividend to the boat's stockholders . This was
to be last of a nice situation because competition soon changed
the picture.

A second boat, constructed by a Geneva society, was launched
July 14, 1824 . It was the «Winkelried» . It was longer (29m),
faster (14.5km/hr) and more powerful than the «William Tell» and
carried 300 passengers; it rapidly became a public favorite . But
the real story was the lower fares: 10 batz in second class instead
of 24, and 22 in first class instead of 40. The competition showed
in the financial results . «William Tell» stockholders got 4% while
those of the «Winkelried» got 8%, in 1825 . And a third boat came
into service; the «Léman» was launched July 15, 1826 . Built in
Lausanne, it was designed to surpass the other two in every way.
At 37m long with power of 60 CV, the «Léman» carried 500
passengers at a speed of 17 .5km/hr.

A fourth boat was launched in Geneva in 1837 ; named «Aigle»,
it had the same dimensions as the «Léman» and an 80 CV engine
which moved it at 20km/hr.

After the «Aigle», all large boats launched on Léman had steel
hulls, very thin and light . Between 1838 and 1874, 17 boats were
launched by various societies . Competition was the order of the
day . The postal service of Vaud, which transported good on the
lake shore, was forced to lower its rates . The railroads also
entered the picture and competition became fierce . Facing the
situation, various boat groups banded together in order to divide
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the traffic and routes . Aware of the absolute necessity to unify,
the companies, which had already launched many boats including
the famous «Winkelried II» with two stacks, decided to found the
Compagnie Générale de Navigation sur Lac Léman, the CGN.
Fortified with economic strength, the CGN bought out other
services . Only the small company, Mouettes Genevoises, founded
in 1998, remains independent today.

The young CGN immediately ordered three new boats from
Escher Wyss; two small boats, the «Mouette» and the «Cygne», and
a huge boat to carry 1200 passengers, the «Mont-Blanc» which was
to be the first boat on the lake with an enclosed salon . Others
followed in this golden age of steam as tourism spurred expansion.
Ten steamships with two decks, each carrying 1600 passengers,
were ordered between 1895 and 1913; a rate of one new boat
every 18 months.

Disaster struck in 1914. The war paralyzed traffic and
transport . Receipts remained below their 1913 level until 1924.
Courageously the CGN launched new boats in 1920, 1926 and 1927.
In 1930, the world recession again slowed traffic on the lake.

Starting in 1934, steam was replaced by diesel power which
led to large economies . The paddlewheels were retained preserv-
ing the traditional silhouette of Léman boats . This first boat to
be converted was the «Genève».

In 1963, the first boat using screw propulsion was launched,
the «Henry-Dunant» . It was followed by the «Général-Guisan» in
1964 and in 1974 by the «Chablais» . [A hydrofoil, the «Albatros»,
was launched in 1974 which carried 78 passengers at high speed.
It was sold to a French company in 1972 . SW]

[Translator's Note: There follows at this point, a detailed
mechanical description of the boats which is of minimal philatelic
interest and which has not been translated .]
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Postal Markings
The traffic on the lake provided collectors with a number of

cachets and cancels, some of which are very rare . They are
usually found on picture postcards due to the large number of
tourists in the area. The marks fall into six groups which will be
described under headings below.

Postmarks . Postal traffic on Lake Léman never reached the
density that it did on Lago Maggiore, Lake Luzern or Lake
Zürich . What traffic there was fits into two categories.

The first is the cross traffic between Lausanne and Evian.
CGN boats were entrusted for a long time with the exchange of
post between the ports of Ouchy and Evian . In general, mail
transported this way shows no evidence of having been carried
across the lake . Sometimes it is possible to find on the back of
mail, especially express letters, date stamps which indicate with
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certainty that the mail was carried on the lake . It is also
possible to find similar letters which were brought directly to the
boat by the sender . Stamps on such mail were not canceled in
the country of origin but rather in the destination country; the
back of such letters also shows a receiving mark from the
destination country . The cross-lake service has been functioning
in the Lausanne-Evian direction since September 1969 and in the
Evian-Lausanne direction since September 1974. CGN personnel
are fully in charge of mail transport ; there are no postal
personnel on the boats.

The second category of postal traffic along the lake was not
really organized as a postal service . But it still gave us many
traces of postal activity ; a large number of postmarks based upon
transport by ship are known. A PTT letter box was installed on
certain larger boats. Passengers deposited franked items in the
boxes, usually postcards written on board. A postal employee
would board the boat at certain stops, empty the boxes and bring
the mail to the local post office where it received the regular
cancel . But, it also received a straight-line mark of the city
followed by the word lac . Sometimes lac was handwritten . This
method indicated that the correspondence originated on a boat.
Marks are known from Nyon (3 types), Ouchy (3), Bouveret (1)
and Vevey (1) . No similar marks are known from the French
shore.

Administrative Markings Used on the Boats . These marks, which
are not rare, were intended as service marks ; for marking tickets,
receipts, bills, freight documents, etc . But it happened, during the
period in which post boxes were on the boats, that CGN

personnel, when emptying the boxes, used these marks as an ornamental
cachet on letters, but did not apply it to the stamps . The mail
was still brought to post offices on land for canceling of the
stamps and forwarding . This type of mark, sometimes found on
stamps, can only be viewed as a favor item . Different types of
markings can be distinguished within this group.

Imprints of metal devices . Here are several forms:
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Markings from rubber devices take many forms . The classic
type is the same as the metal device shown above, with cut
corners, framed by a double line (the outer thick, the inner thin)
and divided by two horizontal lines into three parts . The top box
shows the initials CGN, the middle box the date, and the bottom
box the name of the boat . The older marks are 27mm high, the
more recent 22mm.

The boat «Henry-Dunant» is different. It has a mark with
only an outer frame and the name at the top . It also has a mark
without a date . The first dated mark from this boat was also a
different type.

The latest markings are widely varied:
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Administrative Markings Used on Land . Marks were used on land
by the boat companies in booking and administrative offices.
These marks are with and without date . These are rarely found
on correspondence.
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Restaurant Markings Used on Board . On board the larger boats
one can find well equipped restaurants, generally well respected by
gourmets . At the turn of the century, it was fashionable for
anyone selling postcards to tourists to mark them with some sort
of cachet for publicity . Some of the cachets are very beautiful
and eagerly sought by collectors . The restaurants on the boats
were no exception; they provided cachets which read, "On board
the . . .".

The restaurant on «La Suisse» preferred simple cachets:

Customs Office Markings . The frontier which divides the lake
between two countries has necessitated the establishment of
customs offices in various ports on the lake . Earlier it was much
more complicated because each canton had its own customs . After
the fall of Napoleon, the cantons were united in an overall Swiss
customs system which provided for a unified customs service at
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the national borders but still allowed each canton to have its own
customs offices. This lasted until 1848, when the internal customs
between cantons was abolished. Customs marks are found on
freight documents, revenue stamps and on normal stamps serving
as revenue stamps.

Cantonal customs marks:

Marks from 1815 to 1849:

Marks from 1848 to 1874:

Marks after 1874:

Military Markings . During World War II, Lake Léman was
patrolled by military patrol boats . Two marks are known from
this time.
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[Editor's Note: Another set of markings came to be as a result of
LEMENEX. These two markings were applied on May 28, 1978 to
mail carried aboard «La Suisse» for a special lake crossing
between Ouchy and Thonon-les-Bains .]

Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan Stone

Except during AHPS national conventions, U .S. exhibitions
rarely attract more than one Swiss or Liechtenstein display.
Milwaukee's MILCOPEX 88 in March succeeded in drawing three,
giving us the first opportunity in several years to provide a
medal as part of our ongoing awards program to encourage such
exhibits . The entries and their subjects are listed below . Wayne
Fitzgibbons won the medal depicting William Tell and his son. For
inclusion in future lists of winners, please send information,
including number of exhibit pages, to Harlan Stone, PO Box 299,
Summit NJ 07901.

Ernest L. Bergman Swiss-Related WW II Censored Mail ; SCOPEX
(State College PA) ; Silver

Wayne Fitzgibbons Swiss Air Mail 1918-38 ; MILCOPEX; Gold
Charles J . LaBlonde Geneva Postal History 1750-1870 ; VAPEX;

Silver
Swiss Machine Cancels; MILCOPEX; Silver

William Norby

	

Swiss UPU Issues of 1900 and 1924;
MILCOPEX; Gold

Harlan F. Stone

		

Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers ; BEPEX
(NJ); Gold
Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers;
INTERPEX (NY); Gold
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FC Oron Cover Contest

	

Steven S. Weston

The front cover of the January Tell featured an interesting
express cover mailed by the Oron Football Club to the Swiss
Football Association headquarters in Bern . My call for humorous
or plausible explanations for the purpose of this mailing has
brought forth a couple of responses.

Before I get to them, I'd like to correct one thing about this
cover. I wrote that the cover weighed 11 .45 grams. Obviously,
the marking in the upper left is a time marking which notes
either the time of acceptance or attempted delivery . Now, on to
the explanations.

Felix Ganz submitted a very plausible explanation : "All Swiss
football (soccer) clubs must send certified information on the
results of their Sunday afternoon matches to Federation HQ as
fast as feasible, and FC Oron did just that . Since this letter is
addressed to the Player Control section, FC Oron must have
forgotten to ask for, and receive, permission to utilize a new
player, possibly for the following weekend . If they do not get an
OK, they can be disqualified ."

Henry Ratz submitted two explanations, one serious and one
humorous which I present here: "FC Oron, in the Thistle League
for years, just could not get their act together in 1984 . All of a
sudden, suspiciously, on the last four Sundays, they beat their
opponents by scores of 15:1, 12:3, 19:2, and finally 24:0. Everyone
in Bern was convinced that FC Oron's players must have
swallowed a ton of steroids and other high-flying stuff. By
Monday, they ordered a specimen test . It so happened that all
hospitals in Oron-la-Ville were out of specimen jars. A smart
nurse, of Mormon persuasion, familiar with dehydrated foods,
quickly prepared all 22 specimens in the time-tested Mormon
fashion, stuck them in an envelope and rushed them to the
railroad station in Vevey to catch the 12:15 mail train to Bern."

In Henry's opinion, the cover received rather lousy handling as
an express letter . "That letter should have been in Bern no later
than about 4pm the same day ." Perhaps one our readers has the
1984 train schedules . Henry suspects that the letter accompanied
some larger freight pieces, possibly team equipment.

As promised, a special prize will be awarded . Felix disqualified
himself at his request . Even though I have only one other entry,
Henry wins as a great yarn spinner . But my original prize, which
shall remain secret, just wouldn't be appropriate . So, the contest
is still open until May 31st . By the way Henry, my treat for
dinner the next time we meet.

Patronize Tell Advertisers
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